SECTION NOTES

FLUSH MARKERS ONLY

3 GRAVE LOT

TREE/LANDSCAPE

LEGEND

360 Total Graves

ALL FOUNDATIONS ARE LOCATED WITHIN LOTS.

HEIGHT OF MONUMENTS ON DESIGNATED MONUMENT LOTS CAN VARY DEPENDING ON NUMBER OF GRAVES ASSOCIATED WITH MONUMENT REQUESTED.

ALL MONUMENT LOTS ARE EITHER 2-GRAVE OR 3-GRAVE LOTS OTHER CONFIGURATIONS WILL BE DETERMINED AS REQUESTED.

MONUMENT NOTES

LOT SUMMARY

THE LOT NUMBER IS PLACED IN THE UPPER RIGHT HAND CORNER OF THE LOT AS YOU FACE THE LOT AND IS INDICATED AS A SLASH OR TICK MARK.

THE ARROW INDICATING DIRECTION GRAVE MARKERS WILL FACE.

ALL LOTS ARE 2-GRAVE LOTS UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED ON THE DRAWING.

ALL 2-GRAVE LOTS ARE 6'4" X 10'0"

ALL 3-GRAVE LOTS ARE 9'6" X 10'0"
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LOT SUMMARY

1280 Total Lots
60 3-Grave Lots
1220 2-Grave Lots
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THE LOT NUMBER IS PLACED
IN THE UPPER RIGHT HAND
CORNER OF THE LOT AS YOU
FACE THE LOT AND IS
INDICATED AS A SLASH OR
TICK MARK.

THE ARROW
INDICATING
DIRECTION GRAVE
MARKERS WILL FACE.

ALL LOTS ARE 2-GRAVE LOTS
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
ON THE DRAWING.

ALL 2-GRAVE LOTS ARE 6'4"
X 10'0"

ALL 3-GRAVE LOTS ARE 9'6"
X 10'0"
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FLUSH MARKERS ONLY

3 GRAVE LOT

TREE/LANDSCAPE

LEGEND

2620 Total Graves

ALL FOUNDATIONS ARE LOCATED WITHIN LOTS.

HEIGHT OF MONUMENTS ON DESIGNATED MONUMENT LOTS CAN VARY DEPENDING ON NUMBER OF GRAVES ASSOCIATED WITH MONUMENT REQUESTED.

ALL MONUMENT LOTS ARE EITHER 2-GRAVE OR 3-GRAVE LOTS OTHER CONFIGURATIONS WILL BE DETERMINED AS REQUESTED.

MONUMENT NOTES

LOT SUMMARY

THE LOT NUMBER IS PLACED IN THE UPPER RIGHT HAND CORNER OF THE LOT AS YOU FACE THE LOT AND IS INDICATED AS A SLASH OR TICK MARK.

THE ARROW INDICATING DIRECTION GRAVE markers WILL FACE.

ALL LOTS ARE 2-GRAVE LOTS UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED ON THE DRAWING.

ALL 2-GRAVE LOTS ARE 6'4" X 10'0"

ALL 3-GRAVE LOTS ARE 9'6" X 10'0"